Abstract. Multi-photon fluorescence microscopy (MFM) captures highresolution anatomical and functional fluorescence image sequences and can be used for the intact brain imaging of small animals. Recently, it has been extended from imaging anesthetized and head-stabilized animals to awake and head-restrained ones for in vivo neurological study. In these applications, motion correction is an important pre-processing step since brain pulsation and tiny body movement can cause motion artifacts and prevent stable serial image acquisition at such a high spatial resolution. This paper proposes a speed embedded hidden Markov model (SEHMM) for motion correction in MFM imaging of awake head-restrained mice. The algorithm extends the traditional HMM method by embedding a motion prediction model to better estimate the state transition probability. SEHMM is a line-by-line motion correction algorithm, which is implemented within the in-focal-plane 2-D videos and can operate directly on the motion-distorted imaging data without external signal measurements such as the movement, heartbeat, respiration, or muscular tension. In experiments, we demonstrat that SEHMM is more accurate than traditional HMM using both simulated and real MFM image sequences.
Introduction
Mammalian brain microscopy plays an important role in studying the electrical and biochemical processes in neurons. Previously, CCD imaging had been used to study mouse brain [1] , in which a single fiber-optic bundle is placed in direct contact in the barrel cortex of an awake mouse to image cortical activities in conjunction with voltage sensitive dye. Since fiber-optic bundle have intrinsic low spatial resolution limited by the size of the fiber core, such kind of imaging system does not reach cellularresolution but allows researchers to obtain cortical activation map with high temporal resolution. Recently, multi-photon fluorescence microscopy (MFM) imaging has been used to capture neural images from anesthetized mice at higher spatial and temporal resolution [2] [3] [4] [5] . In [2] and [5] , 2+ Ca transients were quantified using MFM in the mice models of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Unfortunately, animals under anesthesia cannot demonstrate the neural dynamics sufficiently, and overall brain activities are suppressed. Recently, more MFM imaging studies of awake mice were carried out [6] [7] [8] [9] , and two-photon microscope (TPM), a special variant of MFM, was demonstrated as a superior alternative due to its deeper tissue penetration, efficient light detection, and reduced phototoxicity [3] .
Head-restrained TPM [8, 9] uses a standard microscope system to visualize simultaneous 2+ Ca dynamics of a large number of individual cells, while the head-restrained mouse is free to walk or run on a stationary exercise ball [10] . Because of the mice's random motion, the relative motion between the microscope and the brain leads to line shifting artifacts, which affects image reconstruction and quantification of the functional dynamics. Thus a motion correction algorithm is needed for quantifying brain motion and aiding in stabilizing cell displacements within a region of interest (ROI) in order to reduce the number of brain-motion-related fluorescence transients.
In the literature, two methods were proposed for the motion correction of TPM in awake mice [8, 9] . Greenberg and Kerr [9] proposed a method based on the LucasKanade algorithm [11, 12] to estimate the offset sequences by minimizing the squared differences between a reference frame and the subsequent frames using gradient descent method. In [8] , an HMM-based method was proposed to calculate the optimal offset using a probabilistic framework. Compared to [11, 12] , HMM algorithm generates more temporally stable results due to the implicit modeling of longitudinal state transition. Basically, the HMM algorithm assumes that the motion of the current line to the next line remains the same or is most likely not changing. A standard exponential model (or distribution) is used to describe this assumption. Essentially, this assumption is only realistic when the mice are still or relatively still (the relative position for scanning beam and mice's local neural region of interest stays constant), but this situation seems not very common because mice's motion is disordered and random and includes sudden changes of speed all the time during the procedure. Thus, in HMM, although the state transition model works effectively for the resting stage, it might fail and give a wrong estimation during the running stage.
In this paper, we extend the HMM by incorporating an estimated speed into the state transition model for more accurate estimation, called speed embedded HMM (SEHMM) algorithm. The major contributions for SEHMM are as follows. (1) Initial motion estimation is achieved by using a simple line-by-line searching method; (2) a grouping algorithm is used to divide the whole imaging period into resting and running stages for speed estimation; (3) SEHMM is then adopted for motion correction. In experiments, a quantitative validation was performed to compare HMM with SEHMM based on both simulated data and real data. First, simulated image sequences were generated to mimic various real motion situations, and we applied different dynamic amplitudes to make the validation more realistic and reasonable. For real data, we showed the comparative results to demonstrate the performance of SEHMM. The results illustrated that SEHMM can achieve higher estimation accuracy of image alignment as compared with HMM, especially in the running stages of the image sequences.
Method

Problem Formulation
A two-photon microscope captures a series of images by passing a focus of laser excitation repeatedly over a rectangular or square region of fluorescently labeled tissue and collecting the resulting photons via a photon multiplier tube (PMT) [13] . Although the mice's motion is in 3-D, Z-axis motion shift is less than 1 m μ for a scanning speed of 2 ms/line, much lower than the motion along the X (medial-lateral direction along the raster scan line) and Y (rostral-caudal direction across the raster scan line) directions. Therefore, our task is to estimate the motion in X-and Y-directions. Due to the mice's motion during the raster scan progression, the relative motion can be written as,
where
give the actual location of an object point, and ( , )
represents the integer operation, and {} ⋅ denotes the fractional operation. τ is the scanning time for a frame. It can be seen that the laser moves in a zigzag pattern in Xdirection and a step function pattern in Y-direction. Our goal is to estimate the offsets
k k x y δ δ from the serial images. Eq. (1) assumes each line has the same relative displacement, so we can choose a line-by-line motion correction algorithm to solve this problem. The reason is that the shifts for all the pixels within a line do not get beyond one-pixel in Y-direction and are very tiny in X direction. Although pixel-by-pixel correction can yield more accurate results, one has to trade off between computational speed and the gain in accuracy.
The Speed Embedded HMM (SEHMM) Algorithm
The speed embedded HMM (SEHMM) algorithm is an extension of the traditional HMM method by using a motion prediction model with HMM to better estimate the state transition probability. Denoting the displacement state for line k as ( , ) x y δ δ , the state observation probability is represented as 
The idea of SEHMM is that the transition probability of the displacement state is estimated based on the estimated moving speed. Thus, SEHMM can match motion more accurately not only during the resting stage but also during the moving stage.
In SEHMM, first, the transition probability is defined as,
where r is defined as: τ is the scanning time for a line. It can be seen that using Eq. (3), if the moving speed is estimated at line k-1, the offset at line k can be estimated. Therefore, in SEHMM, we no longer assume that the state transition probability is the highest when the mouse does not move. On the contrary, this probability gets its peak at a linearly estimated offset value. Since the goal for motion correction is to estimate , k k x y δ δ for each line k from a given reference frame R and the current image I, we implement it by maximizing a posteriori,
Expressing P as a logarithm probability, one gets, , ln( ) ln( ) ln( ).
The first term is the state observation probability 
Then, the observation probabilities for all the pixels within line k can be calculated by, 
To illustrate how this new formulation works, Fig. 1 shows the state transition probabilities for HMM ( Fig. 1(a) ) and SEHMM ( Fig. 1(b) ) models, respectively. The center of each distribution plot is set to
, and it can be seen that the peak of the state transition probability is right in the middle for Fig. 1 (a) , and this peak can be shifted in Fig. 1 (b) according to the motion estimation. A shifting of the peak of the probability function indicates that a motion is assumed from one line to another. This compensation for adding the estimated speed value from the current offset to the following offset can remarkably improve the estimation accuracy because it satisfies the prediction requirement in all the time points but not only in the still time points. 
⎦ are defined, the best displacement signal can be calculated through maximizing Eq. (5), by following two iterative steps: first, the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [14] can be used to calculate the best λ that leads to the highest probability for Eq. (5). Our algorithm for doing this involves systematically scanning values of λ in a prescribed range. We scan uniformly in the logarithm space to get constant percentage sampling. For each value of λ , we run the SEHMM procedure to find the most optimal offset sequence and calculate its total probability. The value of λ we will choose is the one with the most probable offset sequence. Then, we can adopt the Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely sequence of the hidden states (offsets). This can be accomplished in two steps. First, we determine the most probable offset sequence for every state at time (line) k from any of the states at time (line) 1 k − by marching forward through the time domain. Then, we can backtrack along the path of the most probable offset sequence to record the results of optimal offset sequence. In the implementation, a line-by-line search is first used to estimate the initial offset, and the speed of the motion can be estimated by applying the smoothness filter temporally on the estimated offsets before running SEHMM.
Results
Results on Simulated Datasets
Simulated serial images are used to quantitatively validate the SEHMM algorithm by comparing with the HMM method [8] . Temporal displacements are first generated to transfer a real 2D image (see Fig. 2(left) ) to produce the longitudinal image sequences. The displacement signal can be generated through a pixel-by-pixel basis using a first-order differential equation with a characteristic time constant driven by a combination of the random and deterministic processes to simulate the effect of acquiring laser-scanning data from a moving sample: As all the three methods tested are line-by-line motion correction and the ground truth is stored in pixel resolution, we take the mean value of all ground truth offsets within each line and then round the mean value to the nearest integral, i.e., , ,
The difference between these two data was also compared, which indicates how accurate we can achieve using line-by-line based methods. We used the following five performance measures: average distance (AD), average distance for Y-direction (ADY), average distance for X-direction (ADX), standard deviation for Y-direction (SDY) and standard deviation for X-direction (SDX), to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. Fig. 3 shows the comparison results between the four line-by-line results and the ground truth for data T1 and T2, respectively. The blue bars show differences between the rounded line-by-line ground truth and the simulated pixel-by-pixel ground truth, and other bars show the results of the three methods. It can be seen that for the performance measures, SEHMM yields the smallest errors (some with slightly larger SDX). We also focused on the Y-direction because the offsets in this direction have relatively large movement than in X-direction. Fig. 4 illustrates the results for simulated dataset T2. In the figure, we show the line-by-line rounded ground truth of and the results of SEHMM. Since these two curves almost overlap each other and it is difficult to visually see the differences, we thus plot the inconsistency between them. The inconsistency is calculated as the number of lines within a frame that the results of SEHMM and HMM are different with the ground truth. It can be seen that during the resting stage, such inconsistency is small, and both SEHMM and HMM yielded good results (about 10 lines are different), and during the running stage, SHEMM can reduce the inconsistency as compared with the results of HMM. 
Experiments on Real Data
For real data, we used the mean absolute intensity difference as the measure to show the performance of the methods. The mean absolute intensity difference across longitudinally corresponding pixels reflects the goodness of matching for the image sequences. Table 1 shows the comparison results for data T3 and T4 (provided by Dr. David Tank), respectively, using different methods. The number of frames are 1200 and 200, image size is 128x128 and 256x256, respectively, and the resolution is 0.39 m μ /pixel for both. The improvement can be seen from the comparison results when we adopt the proposed method. Regarding computational speed, the exhaustive method is the fastest because limited number of possible motion is considered, and the SEHMM method is slightly more complex than the HMM method because of the embedded exhaustive method in the preprocessing step. However, during the actual motion estimation, HMM and SEHMM have essentially the same speed. Regarding motion correction accuracy, the exhaustive method is not the optimal solution for motion correction because there exist strong line-to-line correlations for offsets of successive lines, and exhaustive method does not consider this point. SEHMM outperforms HMM because the estimated speed of motion is embedded in the model itself.
Conclusion
We proposed a speed embedded hidden Markov model (SEHMM) for motion correction in MFM imaging. The key idea of SEHMM is that a motion prediction model is utilized to better estimate the state transition probability. Compared to the traditional HMM that assumes no motion always has the highest probability, the proposed SEHMM can model the motion more accurately. SEHMM operates directly on the motion-distorted imaging data, without any external signal measurement such as the mice's movements, heartbeat, respiration, or muscular tension. Using simulated and real images, we demonstrated that SEHMM is more accurate than HMM using both simulated and real MFM image sequences.
